
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a data analytics manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for data analytics manager

Driving the strategy, direction, investment and realization of the Productivity
Software Data Analytic Solutions
Responsibilities also including pricing strategy and methodology, market
share projection, and results tracking
Work with marketing to develop and implement a company-wide go-to-
market plan, working with all departments to execute
Leading and facilitating project meetings, team coordination, issue resolution
and action item tracking
Responsible for establishing the long-term vision and growth strategy for the
Customer Data & Profiles product space
Research and report on available sources of customer data for airlines,
providing recommendations on new technologies to assist airlines in
understanding their customers better
Leading HR analytics projects and delivering products through data
identification, validation, mining, and engineering, modeling, and visualization
Work with vendors, internal IT and other business units as required, in order
to gain access to desired Audience data sets (internal and external)
Manipulate data sources as necessary, in order to create a unified view of
audience data
Oversee the design & execution of test cases according to standardized QA
methods
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Manage the intake and triage process of Analytic related requests and ensure
requests are routed to the right advisor group
Review intake strategy and support evolution for a optimized process
Degree in finance, economics, physics, financial engineering, mathematics,
statistics, computer science, management information science or another
quantitative discipline
Have an advanced college degree with strong academic credentials
Have 3-7 years of professional experience developing models
Have the ability to apply data analysis and statistical modeling techniques to
improve a business process and present recommendations in a non-technical,
business-friendly way for consideration by senior management


